A community of runners helping runners
Set a goal, chart your progress and get help
along the way! Start at eachcoach.com/goal
coach me if you ran

how do you maintain your fitness in winter?

Catherine
Kelly Power walk
through the PATH
during lunch
breaks.
Jenn Kelterborn
Bundling up to go
outside for our
daily run. Then
stretch!
Heather Kennedy Aquasize
and Zumba!
Meher Khan I
just need to not
quit on me.
Gordon Kirk
Ramp up my indoor time on both
the rowing Erg
and ski Erg (made
by Concept2).
Kimberley Klassen It’s all about
the layers, baby!
Cheryl Kohut
Keeping a long
run base of 20K
until January.
Hannah Kozlowski Bundle up and
head outside.
Martin Kuhn
Daily 20-minute
run.
Andy Kusi-Appiah 25 minutes
every morning.
Sudha Kutty My
favourite is to run
on newly fallen
snow.
Kathryn Kuwabara Layer up
and make myself
run faster to
warm up.
Alisa Kuzmina
Look forward
to stride after
stride.
Steve Lampron
Wear breathable
layers to keep my
head and hands
warm.
Holly Lasante
I’ve promised to
run a spring half
then do a full in
the fall.
Jim Lawrence
Start training Jan.
3 for Vancouver
half. Marathon on
May 3.
Jordan Lebow
Running, weight
training, boxing
and meditation.
Adam Lee Intervals or pace training, hills or trying
a new trail.
Kristin Leger I
work shift work
so on my four
days off I train
on my treadmill
when it’s too cold
to go outside.
Martin Leger
Discipline.
Sylvaine Legros
Run with my running buddies outside, run on the
treadmill if it’s
very cold (-20C
and colder).

Tony Leslie My
resolve is strong.
Bring on the Polar
Vortex!
Anthony Lewis
Keep moving.
Marie Lewis
I need to get a
good jacket and

Alyson Maynard
Bundle up and
continue to run.
Jeannie Mazur
Hoping to do one
more 5K fun run,
but brrrrrr it’s
getting cold!
Laurie Mcarthur

top, base T-shirt,
long sleeve
Mizuno, and RRX
jacket. Oh, and a
buff neck warmer
and hat!
Angela Mockford I see my
trainer three

Laura Malley Unless it’s -40, this girl
hits the road running.
gloves!
Margaret Li
Signed up for
XC ski training,
signed up for a
running race in
the spring, winter
mountaineering
and ice climbing!
Dianne Loh Instruct a clinic at
Running Room.
Leanne Loney I
use shoes with
hex screws to prevent slipping on
the ice! Only $3!
Theresa Long
My problem is
that my phone
battery dies when
it gets too cold.
Cris Lopez
Morton Set goals
(races) for next
year.
Elizabeth Lovria
Changing it up,
from time to time,
is refreshing.
Christine MacLeod I feel so
alive, especially
running in a blizzard, like I really
accomplished
something bigger
than me!
Susie Mansell
Joined a run
clinic.
Cristina Markham Making
the best of your
treadmill workouts, finding
a good indoor
track, and braving
the cold for an
outdoor run.
Dave Marshall
Ran 11K after an
8-hour shift and it
went great.
Wendy Matthews Dress in
layers. Have a
buddy to work
out with and hot
yoga.

Help with a clinic
and adding classes at the gym.
Cate Mccormick
Suck it up and hit
the road.
Michael McCreadie Training
for another half
with the Glenmore Running
Room.
Raymie McDonald Well, apart
from attending a
gym regularly and
walking everywhere, I run stairs
at a SkyTrain station.
Duff McLaren
Guilt is a motivator.
Melissa McNichols I find it
so peaceful to be
out enjoying the
sunrise.
Kelli McRobert
Put on my gear
and walk in the
dark with my
headlamp leading
the way!
Gord Mctaggart
More layers and a
slower pace, and
strength training.
Elio Meloni In
Vancouver, I can
still keep in shape
by running.
Samantha
Menzies Lifting
weights and practicing yoga.
Charles Minor
Decrease calorie
intake, three
quality runs, two
pool sessions plus
one core workout
until December
when training for
ATB starts!
Melanie Mock
I wear a Gortex
shell, Mizuno
base tights with
Sagoi tights over
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Noel Paine, @noelpaine
Every runner is an individual with different feet. Every foot has specific needs;
width, support, cushion and fit. New
Balance, with its multiple widths and
options, have worked for me for many
years, but find the best for you.

times a week.
Shannon
Moores I make
sure to have reflective running
gear to keep safe.
Dean Moratz
Running 2-times
per week, playing hockey, cross
country skiing,
snow shoeing and
downhill skiing.
Amish Morrell
Running on the
river ice, it’s rare
to spot another
human, but I occasionally get
circled by a hawk,
or spot a coyote!
Duncan Morris
Have a partner
(preferably
from Labrador
or Northern Alberta).
Lewis Morrison
The training
doesn’t change,

and made a note
on my iPhone
and now have my
list and less time
worrying about
what to wear!
Jennifer Munoz
Gonzalez Joining
an indoor boot
camp.
Teresa Munro By
keeping a regular
running schedule
with a partner.
Heather Munro
Don’t let set
backs slow you
down.
Jacqueline Murdoch I competed
in seven races in
2014 so December is down time,
but there will be
more!
Jill Murray I
whine. Then, I buy
nice clothes that
make me want to
go outside. If that
fails, drive to the
gym.
Heather Newby
Running a 5K,
10K, and half
marathon all
within 24 hrs.
Darcie Nolan
I did Canada’s
Toughest 10K in
Victoria, BC!
Sigrid Otto Running three times a
week with my Run
Crew, and working out with a personal trainer.
Jarek Pachocki
Nothing like taking your dog to
the park for a few
kilometres in light
snowflakes.
Linda Panich
Langlois By
doing the same
thing I do all year
around - run!
Mike Parrott If
it’s really windy, I

spring race.
Gaby Patenaude
Nothing says
motivation like a
good goal!
Cristina Patino
My knit wears are
mostly what I like
to sport in.
Maureen Peniuk
I run-commute to
work (just started
again for the season this week).
William Perry
I dress warmly
enough not to
get a chill but not
overdressing.
Jessica Petta
Keep on with
what I do all year!
If you can run in
the heat you can
run in the cold.
Jenna Pettinato
Swimming, biking, and running
at the indoor
track at Monarch
Park!
Carolyn Pleasance To stay fit
in the winter I
register for a
spring race that
involves a friend
who makes me
get off my frozen
butt to train.
Catherine Powell I have set
goals that motivate me through
the winter snow,
sleet and ice!
Barbara
Prud’homme
I achieved a PB
during my last
half marathon of
the season: 2:07!
Next, I’d like to
aim for under two
hours!
Daisy Rajaratnam I’m going to
do my first half
marathon this
Sunday, Novem-

Gabrielle Ruparcic I have cleats on my
running shoes and I continue running
in Fish Creek all winter.
but the number of
layers do!
Eileen Mortimer
I’m learning to
love my treadmill.
Michele Moss I
layered carefully

run into the wind
first, then run
with the wind before repeating the
insanity.
Donna Parsons
I plan an early

ber 30th. Walk,
Crawl n’ Run. Goal
is to finish 21K.
Jim Rankin Layers, mitts, balaclava, toque and
keep running!

Anna Revolinsky
Training for a
marathon! Rain/
snow can’t stop
me! :)
Christina Ritchey I continue
to run and walk
to maintain my
fitness.
Nicole Robichaud Winter
running means
more layers :)
Michael Rochus
Layering; allowing for slower
K splits, otherwise, business as
usual.
Heidi Rose Using
Y treadmill.

The crisp air and
sound of crunching leaves is so
beautiful.
Chelsea Sharman Run outside,
but with layers.
Paul Shearer My
personal records:
minus 38C and
plus 44C.
Janelle Sheen
Vizcaino I play a
new soundtrack,
keep my face to
the sun and remind myself that
anything is possible.
Robert Shoofey
I run 45-60 min
to prepare for

Steve Winwood, I
keep on running.
Mike Tancsa Decent long underwear and layers.
Karen Tays Cross
train.
Pnina Teitelbaum I run
outside and have
convinced friends
to join me.
Annette Thibeau
I run outside, and
ski. When I can’t
run outside, or
ski, I pool run or
use elliptical.
Louis Thivierge
Over 70K in October alone!
Shereen Thomp-

Sonya Walker It’s a small (and vain)
motivation but I just think that running
through the winter gives me a healthy
glow and makes my cheeks pink so I can
save time applying blush! The crisp air
makes you feel and look alive!
Danielle Rousseau Gym.
Bridget Roussy
Run-commuting
keeps me warmer
than standing at a
bus stop.
Katie Rumaya
Sign up for a run
in March or February or January!
Tarrah S
Weights, cardiokickboxing, hot
yoga and runs.
Jacqueline
Saunders Run
three times a
week.
Christina Schellenberg Going to
the fall classic at
UBC.
Ann Schneider I
cross country ski,
snow shoe and
run on the track
at the Y.
Patty Scott I
make friends with
my treadmill. But
I enjoy going out.
It makes me feel
badass.
Nikki Scott
Layers, layers,
layers! Mitts,
ear warmers and
wool socks are a
necessity!
Sherry Sharma

a 10K run three
times per year to
honour my mom’s
passing.
Nicola Sikkema
Toque and yak
traks!
Janice Smith
I’ve started an
“O’Dark Thirty
Running Club.”
We meet at 6 a.m.
Allan Smith I run
outside if above
-20C and the
snow has been
plowed.
Lisa Stalham
Gloves, hat, scarf,
two pairs of
pants: whatever it
takes, just like the
rest of the year!
Alamelu Sundaram Have a
buddy system.
Helps when it is
dark, cold and
raining.
Sandi Swan
Treadmill. And
“traks” for my
shoes.
Doneen Swart
Lots of trail running with friends.
Warm hearts,
warm hands.
Peter Symons
In the immortal
words of a young

son Run the
trails.
Emily Tomisch
Planning on running my first half
in February so I
cannot have any
excuses!
Meghan Tousignant I signed up
for the Hypothermic half!
Jason Trimble By
doing DVD workouts and running
on the treadmill.
Lisa Truscott
Signing up for a
marathon clinic in
January, training
for a May marathon. And training
for the Chilly
half marathon in
March.
John Tucker
Used to be 300
pound smoker,
started running
five years ago and
changed!
Sebastien Turmel I run outside
3-4 times a week.
Maryanne Turner Smaller strides
to prevent falling
on the ice.
Lydia Vale Layers!
Kris Van
Schynde Be

mindful of the
weather conditions before
heading out.
Amy Vandekemp I run all
winter outdoors,
because I loathe
the treadmill.
Andrea Vidovic
Friends and good
social support.
Patrick Voo A
matter of mind
over body: for the
past three winters
I have not skipped
a day of outdoor
running.
Leona Wade By
the anticipation
of races in Jan.
Josie Wajda
Easy; Run/Skate/
Run :)
Penny Walford
I’d never get out
the door for a
long run if not
for my awesome
group of running
sisters.
Taryn Walker
It’s almost never
too cold to keep
up training outdoors as long as
you have thermal
socks.
Tabetha Wells
My core gets
stronger, thanks
to the people who
neglect to shovel
the sidewalk.
Karen Whitbread By training with the half
marathon group
at the Running
Room.
Erin Whitman I
wrote down training for each week
until May 2015.
Justin Williams
Just as in life, it
is hard; however
with time, I get
better at adjusting and get
stronger.
Michael Williams Stick to the
treadmill.
Erin Wilson Going to a gym that
has childcare.
Suzanne
Wintrob I hate
winter. But after
running my first
half, I’m addicted.
Melinda Wong
Balance running
in the chill with
the treadmill 2x
per week.
Tim Wood
There’s something magical
about a run in
cold weather.
Darrow Woods
Use MyFitnessPal
and Fitbit.
Kathleen Yanke
In maintenance
mode until February.

Leaders from the running world give us their current endorsement.

Karin Femi Adande, @LooseLeafRunner
For speedwork on the track, I recommend
the Columbia Omni-Heat Midweight
Tights. They are light and stretchy enough
to run fast in them, but also surprisingly
warm enough for you not to have to wear
multiple layers. For shoes, I wear track
spikes: when the track gets a little icy,
running in regular runners becomes impossible. If you run on a dirt track, cross-country spikes provide a really good grip.

Nikki Scott, @ndscottnygren
I’m using this winter to work on my
strength and my speed for some big goals
I’m working toward in 2015. My favourite
part of training is that every day feels like
reaching a mini-goal because every run
is an achievement. I’m a Mizuno-lover
and I’ve got a new pair of Wave Rider 18s
burning a hole in my closet!

Jessica Kuepfer, @lacesandlattes
I am not a winter lover so I search for
things to keep me warm on my runs when
the snow flies. Right now, I am loving
the CEP Compression Winter Endurance
Socks because they keep my feet warm
and provide stability on icy roads. They
work perfectly for cross training workouts like skiing, snowboarding and crosscountry skiing as well.

Dave Emilio, @BeachesRunner
It’s nice to finally be running with my
injuries at bay. I owe it to discipline.
I managed to behave, rest, cycle and
return to running in a gradual way and
I’m appreciating the feeling. To anyone
injured, respect the body and employ patience. Now, I’m ready for a 10K. Maybe
the Tannenbaum 10K on Dec. 7? Oh, no, I
can’t do that — I’m the race director!

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email us at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

